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BH seed formation models
・Remnants of the first stars
Primordial stars > 300 Msun

PopIII remnant

・Direct collapse of a massive gas cloud
UV radiation driven model
Turbulent collapse induced by streaming motions

via a super-massive star
stellar
collision

・Stellar collisions in dense star cluster

Volonteri 2012, Science

Blackhole growth: Johnson plot

Direct collapse model
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Radiative feedback from first stars and galaxies
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Photo-dissociation by Far-UV radiation: H2 + γ → H + H
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H2 formation and hence
H2 cooling are suppressed.
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Direct collapse model

Cosmological conditions
Chon & Latif 2017; Chon+ 2018

Formation of
super-massive
star ~ 105 Msun
Latif+ 2013, A&A

~ 1Msun/year
T ~ 10000 K

dM/dt ~ T1.5/G

See also Regan & Haehnelt 2011; Choi+2013

Stellar evolution
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Strong tidal force

Early universe

JWST will see it!

Acoustic Oscillations

Supersonic stream
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Relative motions between
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Talk by A. Fialkov
Tseliakhovich & Hirata 2011;
Visbal+ 12; Fialkov+ 12

Reduced Baryon Fraction
Gas fraction
Strong wind

Supersonic gas streams
drive BH formation
A high-density region with 3-σ streaming velocity (90 km/s @ z=1089)
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Failed direct-collapse

Hirano, Hosokawa, NY, Kuiper, 2017

← M* > 10000 Msun
H2 formation and cooling
at high-densities does not
delay the cloud collapse
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The role of turbulence

Core evolution of accreting stars
Umeda+ 2016, ApJL

Hydrogen
exhausted

In stellar interior, the effective EoS is
Γ = 4/3 + β/6 + 0(β3). β: gas/total pressure
The core is General Relativistically unstable if
Γ < 4/3 + 1.12 (2 GM/Rc2).

Higher entropy
(more massive)

Run-away stellar collisions

Mass segregation and runaway collisions

Mhalo > 107 Msun, Mcluster ~ 105 Msun, z >10

Star collision rate
The central star grows at a rate

The collision rate is governed by 3-body binary formation
where trlx is the system relaxation time
(Goodman 1989, Makino 1990, etc)
Then we estimate

Mass growth rate
A massive star with m falls in at a timescale of
So the mimimum mass of the stars that fall in within t is

Empirically, with a "universal" secondary mass distribution,
the average mass gain per collision is
→

with fc being some uncertain factor
of collision per binary

c

Finally, we estimate
c

Cluster core radius [pc]

Scaling relation

Rather brave extrapolation…

quick core collapse
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Sakurai+ 2017
Sakurai+ 2017

PopIII to PopII transition
Is there a “critical metallicity”

Formation of metal-poor stars

for low-mass star formation ?
If so, whatʼs the key process ?
atomic cooling
by C, O
@low-density”

vs.

cooling
by dust
@high density

Spherical collapse calculation

dust
H2 on dust

CII, OI

Omukai et al. (2010)

“Minimal” chemistry
54 reactions for 27 species:
H+, e−, H, H−, H2, D+, D, HD,
C+, C, CH, CH2, CO+, CO, CO2,
O+, O, OH+, OH, H2O+, H2O, H3O+,
O2+ , O2, Si, SiO, SiO2
Grain chemistry: metallic silicon (Si), metallic iron (Fe),
Mg2SiO4, MgSiO3, amorphous carbon (C), SiO2,
MgO, FeS, and Al2O3
Nozawa et al. 2007; 2012
Chemical and radiative cooling:
- Transition line cooling
C II, C I, O I, CO, H2O, OH
- Dust thermal emission
- H2 formation heating

Does metallicity determine everything ?

metallicity →

10-3 Zsun

10-4
All with 10-4 Zsun
10-5

10-6

Difference in the thermal
evolution as big as
differences caused by
metallicity.

Chemo-thermal evolution

"Filamentation" vs disk fragmentation
Thermal process

Clumps are aligned with
a constant separation

Gravitational instability

Clumps are formed in arms

See also Grassi et al. 2015, Bovino et al. 2016

There are reasons to fragment

Do you still remember these ?

Hopefully…
A SECOND-GENERATION STAR ?

OLDEST STARS IN OUR BACKYARD

Some stars contain almost no iron!!

The collapse time
factor f0 contains
too many physics
(rotation, T,
turbulence)

tcollapse = f0 tcollapse (γ)
fast collapse

slow collapse

Fe
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Number of stars

Metallicity distribution

Caffau et al. 2012, Nature
Low-mass (<1Msun),
extremely iron-poor star.
Metallicity below 4.5 x 10-5 that of the sun.

[Fe/H]wrt sun
Iron abundance
In the Milky Way halo, there are
Stars with very low metal content.

Wu et al. 2015
Banados et al. 2017
>109 solarmasses

Seed BH formation mechanism ?
Growth ?
Observational signature ?

Wavelength

FASCINATION WITH CURRENT
ASTRONOMY & COSMOLOGY

MONSTROUS BLACKHOLE AT EOR

Number of stars

← The 2-parameter
description gives
a rough guide,
but not complete.

Peculiar, small and old stars in our Milky Way.
Existence of monstrous blackholes at the most
distant place.
Small polarization signatures in the cosmic
microwave background radiation.

These
are seemingly different, and unrelated issues.
Iron abundance wrt sun
But they are actually connected to each other within
the big picture or the whole story of our universe.
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Summary
• Super-computer simulations show a wide range
of masses for primordial stars,
including those heavier than 300 Msun.

• There are a few paths to form very massive

(105 Msun) stars, that collapse to BHs. Early
streaming motions might have played a vital role.

• Second generation stars with low metallicities
include low-mass stars. Possibly the origin of
Galactic extremely metal-poor stars.

Open Questions
First blackholes
- How does BH (seed) formation ﬁts in the
current cosmology, and, should it actually ?
- The ﬁnal growth problem, from 106 to 109
- Did BH(QSOs)@z>6 contribute to reionization ?
- Where are the PopIII remnant blackholes now ?
Are they still around in the Galaxy ?

Research Frontier:
Open Questions for you

The mass of the ﬁrst stars
- What is the lower/upper mass limit for PopIII ?
- What is the role of dark matter ?
- Were low-mass PopIII formed (brwn dwrfs) ?
Where are they now ?
- Did pair-instability supernovae occur at high-z ?
How do we detect and identify by JWST ?

Open Questions
3. Metal-poor stars
Star formation in the ﬁrst galaxies

- What is the key mechanism that enables
the formation of low-mass stars ?
- How and where were EMP stars formed ?
- Is there a “critical metallicity” or “dusticity” ?
- How rapidly was the IGM metal-enriched ?
- Why do early star formation and present-day
star-formation diﬀer so much ?

